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SEGMENT FOCUS: TRADITIONAL ASSET MANAGERS
TOTAL RETURNS FOR 12 MONTHS ENDED 06/30/11

Our index of traditional asset managers
soared 40% for the twelve months
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ended June 30, 2011 on the back of a
bull market rally that saw most of the
major indices advance 30% over the
same period. Continued appreciation
in the stock market allows traditional
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long-only equity managers to build
AUM and lever off their fixed expenses
to produce huge gains in earnings and
their own market valuations. Adding
debt to this equation can amplify this
momentum as demonstrated by AMG’s
70% return over the period.
Still, after two years of nearly continuous
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of most asset managers, the markets
took a bit of a breather in the second
quarter of 2011. Shares of publicly traded US money managers
followed suit, losing 7% of their overall value in the quarter
on debilitated market conditions and net equity outflows from
funds investing in domestic stocks. Indeed all five components
of our traditional asset manager index underperformed the S&P

As a result, the investment bank lowered its forecasts
and price targets on “pure market play” asset managers,
including Pzena, Janus, and T. Rowe Price. Instead Goldman is
favoring diversified investment firms such as BlackRock, which
has less than 10% of its AUM in active equity and more than

500 in the most recent quarter.

half in alternative, multi-asset class, and fixed income. Analysts

The decline in equity asset flows comes after a quarter in which the

traditional asset management over a secular basis.”

Investment Company Institute reported that total stock inflows
reached $30 billion for the first three months of 2011. Even
if the stock market does bounce in the next month, analysts at
Goldman Sachs don’t expect such a pick-up to boost equity flows
by a great extent in the near term, according to FoxBusiness.com.

at Goldman Sachs contend, “the latter is taking share from more

Despite the decline in equity asset flows and their own stock
prices, these “pure play” asset managers finished the quarter
strong, benefiting from the market’s best week in two years.
Strong market action at the end of last month allowed these firms
to recover some of their AUM just before quarter-end when the
bills go out for many of these businesses.
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ASSET MANAGERS INDEX :: BREAKDOWN BY SIZE

Despite a lackluster quarter for the asset
management sector, most money managers remain
optimistic on domestic stocks and economic
conditions in the wake of the Federal Reserve’s
QE2 program that ended last month. According
to the Russell Investment Manager Outlook poll
conducted in May and June of this year, 62% of
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registered advisors were bullish on US equities
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with only 12% bearish, a higher ratio of bulls-
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to-bears than the corresponding outlook on both
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the international and emerging stock markets.
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Regarding the termination of the Fed’s asset
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purchases from the Treasury, Greg Nott, Chief
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Investment Officer at Russell, noted, “we believe
this development will provide a healthy opportunity
for the US economy to stand on its own and are
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confident that authorities will act quickly to provide
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additional support if it is indeed required.” The
asset managers polled in the survey appear to share
ASSET MANAGERS INDEX :: BREAKDOWN BY TYPE

that sentiment.
Part of this optimism may be attributable to the
recent success enjoyed by most asset managers over
the last couple of years in both relative and absolute
terms. Our index of publicly traded asset managers
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is up 112% since the market’s bottom in March of
2009, compared to a 95% gain in the S&P. Given
these businesses’ inherent vulnerability to market
conditions, such outperformance is not uncommon
during bull market periods when most asset
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managers are able to lever off fairly sizeable gains
between the various classes of asset managers is
somewhat alarming as publicly traded hedge funds
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in revenue. Still, the discrepancy in performance
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and private equity firms have completely turned
it around gaining 180% since the market bottom
compared to just 50% for trust banks. With the

Mutual Funds
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Alternative Asset Managers

Trust Banks

S&P 500

Federal Reserve holding key interest rates close to
0%, these custody banks have been forced to waive
the fees they collect on money market funds. Most

the tide of higher asset prices and have avoided the demise that seemed

publicly traded alternative asset managers, on the other hand, are riding

to be priced into their equity valuations just a couple of years ago.
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Mergers & Acquisitions
Review: 2011 Q2

MARKET MULTIPLES AS OF 06/30/11

Ticker

As this newsletter goes to print, three notable
transactions
suggesting

were
some

recently
revitalization

announced,
in

merger

activity among asset managers heading into the
back half of 2011:

member of Principal Financial Group signed
a definitive agreement to acquire a 74% stake
in Origin Asset Management for $66 million,
implying an enterprise valuation at roughly
3% of the international equity managers $3
billion in AUM.
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government bailout and UBS looks to become
one of Australia’s top 10 money managers by
asset size.
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announced its intention to acquire Gulf
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with more than $3 billion in AUM.
The terms of the last two deals have not been
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year. In addition to these pending acquisitions,
Oaktree Capital recently filed a registration

Northern Trust Corporation

2.77%

11.18

statement with the SEC to offer shares to public
investors. The LA-based junk bond manager
with over $80 billion in AUM looks to raise
$100 million in its IPO and given its reputation
as a savvy, opportunistic investor in troubled assets, this goal may
be achieved with minimal dilution from outside investors.
The resurgence in dealmaking and IPO activity in the asset
management space may suggest that valuations have returned
to levels that sellers are comfortable with, and that buyers are
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more optimistic about the future prospects of these businesses.
Still, any further adverse developments concerning European
sovereign debt issues, a potential US default on its Treasury debt,
or political instability in the Middle East and elsewhere, could
cripple this momentum and reverse the recent uptick in M&A
activity among asset managers.
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